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Abstract

Review of various anomalous events and abnormal operation experience gained in
the process of Russian fast reactors operation is given in the paper. The main
information refers to the BN-600 demonstration reactor operation.

Statistical data on sodium leaks and steam generator failures are presented, and
sources of these events and countermeasures taken to avoid their appearance on the
operating reactors as well as related changes made in the BN-800 reactor design are
considered.

In the paper, some features of impurities behaviour are considered in various
modes of the BN-600 reactor operation. Information is given on the impurities ingress
into the circuits, on abnormal situation emerged in the process of the BN-600 reactor
operation and its probable cause.

Information is presented on the event related to the increased torque of the BN-
600 reactor central rotating column and repair works performed.

INTRODUCTION

Three sodium cooled fast reactors are currently in operation in Russia, namely
BR-10 and BOR-60 experimental reactors and BN-600 demonstration reactor NPP.
NPP with the BN-350 prototype reactor is now on the territory of Kazakhstan
Republic. However Russian institutions and enterprises which participated in the
design development and construction of the BN-350 reactor are now involved in its
operation.

Considerable experience has been gained by the Russian specialists on tests and
operation of sodium cooled fast reactors (over 100 reactor-years). Based on this
experience, modifications were made of systems .and components of the reactors in
operation, as well as of the BN-800 reactor design.

In this respect, the experience gained in the process of operation of the BN-600
which is the largest in Russia fast reactor, is of the highest value. Therefore, in this
paper, events occurred on the BN-600 reactor are mainly described.
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1. ANALYSIS OF SODIUM LEAKS

1.1. Experience gained on sodium leaks

During the operation of domestic fast reactors the following quantities of sodium

leaks took place:
BR-10 19
BN-350 15
BN-600 27
At the BOR-60 practically no sodium leaks occurred.
According to their initiation causes the leaks have been distributed as follows:

BR-5/10:
pipe burning-through by electric heaters 2
failures of pump-vessels level indicator sensors 6
sodium valve failures 7
improper procedure of sodium unfreezing 2
manufacture defect 1
crack formation on a pipe 1

BN-350:
flange joint defects 2
improper procedure of sodium unfreezing 6
intercircuit leaks in steam generators 2
mechanical formation of holes as a result of direct actions by personnel 4
uncertain (may be, corrosion) 1

BN-600:
steam generator sodium valve seals 5
flange joint defects 5
improper procedure of sodium unfreezing 4
mechanical formation of holes as a result of direct actions by personnel 2
manufacture defects 3
sodium valve failures 2
crack formation on pipes 6

Burning-through by electric heating

Burning-through of pipes by electric heating occurred at an early stage of BR-5
reactor operation when experience in designing and operation of sodium systems was
insufficient, and incorrect decisions were often made. These burns-through occurred
due to earthing to the frame of an electric heater and formation of short circuit and
electric arc between the electric heater and piping. Later the scheme of heaters' power
supply was changed: a transformer with insulated neutral wire was used. This scheme
has been used at all domestic fast reactors. No losses of tightness due to this cause
occurred any more.

Defects of valves

At the BR-5/10, sodium valve leaks took place as a result of two causes: during
the initial period of operation - because of bellows seal defects, and in the subsequent
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period - because of introduction of valves with improperly designed casings. In the first
group of causes sodium did not leak outside the boundaries of a back-up gacket seal
(i.e., leak volume did not exceed several cm3), and in the second group the valve
casing was crushed by sodium expanding at heating up but the leaks were also very
small. At the BN-600 in one case the leak occurred because of wastage of packing
between the casing and the bellows (less than 1 kg of sodium leaked out, no fire
occurred) and in another case the leak was caused by a poor-quality joint weld in
which some craters developed (also less than 1 kg of sodium leaked out, no burning
occurred).

Improper procedure of unfreezing

Rather high percentage is made up by leaks taking place as a result of improper
procedure of unfreezing of sodium that was frozen within some section of the system.
Unfreezing should be carried out from the free level of sodium, by switching the
heaters in a strict sequence, after melting of sodium in the preceding section of the
pipe. At sodium expansion within a closed volume as a result of phase transition some
seal ruptures of sodium valves, pipes, electromagnetic pump vessels took place. The
causes of these events were improper arrangement of heaters, errors in operating
instructions, personnel errors. As a rule, leakages took place in the presence of
personnel, at changing operating conditions of systems, mainly at start-up or repair
work.

Manufacture defects

Four leaks occurred because of poor-quality manufacture of sodium system units.
So, at the BR-5/10 immediately after mounting of the primary circuit impurity cold
trap a leak occurred at the trap nozzle through a microcrack in the joint weld at
sodium heating up in the pipe. The cause of the leak was poor quality inspection of
joint welds after completion of assembling. Similar situations took place at the BN-600
as well. Such leaks were detected immediately after putting into operation of a failed
section of the system.

Flange joint defects

In sodium systems the joints are made, as a rule, by means of welding. Some
exceptions include flange joints of the sodium preparation system. Tanks for sodium
transport (for example tank cars) are connected to sodium circuits with the use of
removable sections. Often after carrying out of the connection operation some leaks
through flange joints appeared. These leaks were immediately detected by personnel
carrying out the operations and (or) by monitoring systems.

Sodium gate valves cutting off the BN-600 steam generator modules from the
circuit have flange joints which are backed up by welded sealing lips. It was initially
supposed that the flange joints would assure tightness, and no due importance was
attached to weld joints quality. After appearance of sodium leaks through these seals
the sealing lips were welded and weld quality was carefully checked. Subsequently no
leaks on gate valves occurred.
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Intercircuit leaks in steam generators

At the BN-350 two rather large sodium leaks occurred as a result of defect
formation in steam generator heat transfer tubes. In the first case after "sodium-water"
reaction occurrence the operation of the steam generator safety system and sodium and
water draining from its spaces took place. However, because of personnel errors the
cutting-off of the steam generator third circuit and sodium draining were incomplete
and into the secondary circuit the ingress of water continued which interacted with
sodium remaining in the circuit. Approximately in 5 hours after carrying out activities
on steam generator draining a sodium leak from the sodium drainage pipe-line was
detected. The pipe break and leakage of sodium with products of its interaction with
water occurred as a result of the effect of this reaction products upon pipe material and
of high temperature. Leaking out took place through an opening of 10-15 mm in-
diameter formed in the area of a joint weld at the butt joint of pearlitic and austenitic
steel. In the second case leaking out of sodium through the evaporator vessel of other
steam generator type took place. As in the previous case, the cause of the leak was a
loss of tightness of an evaporator tube and sodium-water reaction in the intertubular
space. The failed tube was located adjacent to the evaporator vessel and the leaking-
out jet of water was aimed directly at the vessel. The effect of reaction products and of
high temperature resulted in the development of the opening in the vessel and sodium
leakage.

Mechanical formation of holes as a result of direct actions by personnel

Several sodium leaks were the result of immediate personnel actions. For example,
cuts on pipelines at carrying out repair work followed by erroneous supply of sodium
at the place of cut. In one case, the leak occurred as a result of a gross error of
personnel who started the withdrawal of the BN-350 secondary-circuit sampler-
distillator level indicator without cutting off the distillator from the circuit. All these
leaks were recorded immediately.

Crack formation

One leak at the BR-5/10 and six leaks at the BN-600 took place through cracks
developed at pipelines in the process of operation. All of them were the result either of
improper design solutions, or of improper assembling and were related to insufficient
temperature self-compensation of pipelines. So, at the BR-5/10 a leak of sodium in the
region of drainage pipeline adjacent to the main pipeline took place. Leak volume did
not exceed several tens of cm3. Sodium did not leak outside the heat insulation
boundaries. At the inspection of the leak site there was detected a crack in solid metal
of the drainage reducer pipe connection. The crack was -0.5 mm wide and spread to
about one half (40 mm) the diameter of the pipe. Adjacent to the through crack on the
inner surface of the pipe connection there were microcracks up to 0.4 mm deep. The
cause of crack formation was insufficient freedom of drainage pipe movement at
changing temperature conditions of the main circuit. Cracks at the BN-600 had an
analogous cause and were of the same character.
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Defects of level indicators sensors

The BR-5/10 reactor pump level indicators sensors are made of stainless steel tube
20 mm in diameter and with wall thickness of 0.2 mm. They are divided into sections
to which current collectors are welded. Leaks took place through cracks formed in
joint welds of these sections. After improving the joint welding technology of current
collectors there were no cases of level indicating sensors. On the rest of the reactors
the level indicators of other design are used. No leaks due to such cause occurred.

Uncertain cause

The cause of one of the leaks remained uncertain. At the BN-350 a rupture of the
electromagnetic pump channel wall of the secondary circuit auxiliary system. A
possible cause of this event was corrosion resulting from prolonged operation of the
pump at pumping of coolant strongly contaminated with sodium-water interaction
products.

Thus, of the total number of 61 considered leaks about one third of all the cracks
that occurred resulted from erroneous actions of operating or repair personnel. About
one half of cracks occurred at repair or start-up activities or at the sodium preparation
system (i.e., at the system which in no way is related with reactor safety).

From 27 sodium leaks which occurred during the BN-600 NPP operation the
most of them have been small leaks: in 21 cases the amount of poured out sodium did
not exceed 10 kg. In the rest 6 cases, the amounts of sodium released were 30, 50,
300, 600, 650, and 1000 kg. Table 1.1. gives the main characteristics of large (over 10
kg) sodium leaks.

Table 1.1. Main characteristics of large sodium leaks in BN-600

Date of leak

13.01.80

11.08.81

02.07.82
31.12.90

07.10.93

06.05.94

Location

Sodium receipt
system

SG valve sealing

SG valve sealing
SG drain
pipeline

Primary sodium
purification

system
ffiK drain
pipeline

Detection method

Ionization smoke
detectors

Electric heaters
monitoring, ionization

detectors
Visually by personnel

Electric heaters

Electric heaters,
radioactive aerosol

monitoring
Visually by personnel

Cause of leak

Flange joint failure

Flange joint failure

Flange joint failure
Manufacturing

failure
Insufficient self-
compensation of

pipelines
Pipeline cutting
before sodium is

frozen

Amount of

Na leaked

50 kg

300 kg

30 kg
600 kg

1000 kg

650 kg
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Sodium fires occurred in 14 cases. All leaks were detected in time by either
detection systems or the operators.

The total number of leaks was distributed between the components as follows:
- sodium receipt system 5
- SG modules shut off valves 5
- secondary auxiliary systems 12
- primary auxiliary systems 5
In order to confine and extinguish fires of non- radioactive sodium, powders were

used. It was only in case of large leak and fire of primary (radioactive) sodium when
the algorithm of sodium burning consequences confinement adopted in the power unit
design was realized. This algorithm proved its value: the radioactivity release was
much lower as compared to the permissible value. The draining type fire extinguishing
systems were not used since there was no need.

1.2. Sodium leak and fire detection systems

Several different systems of the sodium leaks and fires detection used at our
domestic reactors can be considered as an example of the BN-600 reactor where the
positive experience of such systems operation has been taken into account.

In the BN-600 several leak and fire detection system types are used, namely:
- the electric heater earthing detection system;
- the radioactive sodium aerosol detection system,
- the smoke detection system;
- the system for gaseous medium temperature measurement within sodium-

containing premises.
In Fig. 1 the lay-out of electric heaters and thermal insulation on sodium piping is

shown. The heaters have 100% reserve. Earthing of the main and stand-by heaters is
continuously monitored. Leaking sodium creates an electric contact between the heater
and the pipe wall. Simultaneous failure of both the operating and stand-by heaters is
indicative of a sodium leak. Such systems have been installed at all our fast reactors.
Their operation experience has shown high reliability and sensitivity of such systems.

1. Pipeline
2. Electric heaters

3. Thermal insulation
4. Jacket of thermal insulation

FIG. 1. Layout of electric heaters and thermal insulation on pipeline.
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There are two versions of the sodium leak detection systems based on the
radioactivity detection principle:

- taking gas samples from the monitored area, pumping them through the aerosol
filter and measuring the filter radioactivity;

- measuring radioactivity of air at the exhaust ventilation pipe of the monitored
area (radiometer sensor is placed directly on ventilation piping).

The first version of such system is presented in Fig. 2. The air samples from the
exhaust ventilation pipeline are pumped through a special aerosol filter where sodium
aerosols are accumulated. The radiometer measures the filter radioactivity and
generates a signal at an excess of some specified level. This system showed very high
operating characteristics.

Large sodium fires can be also detected by the gaseous-medium temperature
monitoring systems of the rooms.

Besides, for monitoring of sodium ingress into some cavities the spark-plug-type
sensors are used.

2 '

I

1. Pipe of exhaust ventilation system 5. Sensor of radiometer system
2. Sampling tube inlet 6. Secondary radiometer system
3. Valves 7. Fan
4. Aerosol filter

FIG. 2. Sodium aerosol detection system.

1.3. Sodium fire extinguishing systems

Sodium fire prevention and extinguishing measures are mainly provided by the
passive means. First of all, these are reactor guard vessel and jackets covering pipeline
sections attached to the reactor up to the shut off valves, as well as the main secondary
sodium pipeline sections from the IHX to the reactor cell wall. The space between the
main and guard vessels is filled with the inert gas preventing sodium from burning in
case of leak.
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Self-extinguishing method based on the oxygen burning out resulting in the
termination of burning of the sodium released into the air filled closed space is widely
used. In order to realize this method, pans with covers are installed in the critical cells.
The pans are equipped with the devices allowing sodium to penetrate inside but
preventing the air oxygen from penetration.

The self-extinguishing method is applied conformably to the whole cells. These
cells are made to some extent leak tight (the integrity of the cells is characterized by
the leak rate of to 100% or 20% of the cell volume per hour if the cell vacuum is
respectively 50 mm and 10 mm water column). This prevents oxygen leaking to the
cell from outside so that its content in the cell atmosphere is lowered down to the fire
extinguishing value. Using certain algorithm of the ventilation system operation
pressure rise in the cell caused by the sodium fire is limited, and directed release of the
aerosols to the atmosphere through the special filtering system is provided. This
algorithm is as follows (see Fig. 3):

valves on the incoming ventilation ducts are closed;
valves on the exhaust ducts of the emergency ventilation system are

opened, while the regular ventilation valves are closed;
emergency exhaust system fan is put into operation.

Besides, draining type systems are provided for the sodium fire extinguishing. This
approach is based on the use of a tank located below the cell where the large sodium
leaks are probable. A membrane made of material with low melting point is provided
over the tank inlet nozzle. The poured out sodium melts the membrane and flows by
gravity to the drain tank to be extinguished because of the lack of oxygen.

The active methods of fire extinguishing use the forced delivery of extinguishing
media and materials to the area of fire origin. In some cases, for the small cells
nitrogen delivery is envisaged. In the cells with non-radioactive sodium transportable
fire-extinguishers are used. Also, fixed powder fire extinguishing systems are provided.

o
x

-or
FIG. 3. Scheme of primary sodium room ventilation system.

exhaust air pipeline
forced air pipeline

inlet cell

blower

sodium aerosol filter

HEPA type filter

electric driven valve

swing check valve

sodium aerosol detection
system
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In order to eliminate direct contact of sodium with concrete structures, inner
surface of the cell walls is lined with steel. Thermal effect of the sodium on the
concrete is moderated by the thermal insulation layers, placed between the concrete
and steel lining.

1.4. Sodium leak and fire detection systems operation

Experience with sodium leaks at our domestic reactors indicates that all leaks
without exception, were timely detected. All leaks that occurred on the electrically
heated sodium system sections were registered by heaters control systems. In addition,
primary sodium leaks were sensed by the radioactive sodium aerosol detection
systems. Calculation and experimental analysis of the radioactive sodium aerosol
detection system has revealed its high sensitivity and fast response.

In some cases (mainly at sodium valve bellows leakages) the contact leakage
detectors (of a spark-plug type) came into action.

Operation experience of sodium leak and fire detection systems indicate that
design solutions on these systems have been made properly.

2. ANALYSIS OF LEAKS IN STEAM GENERATORS OF THE BN-600
NPP

2.1. Steam generator of the BN-600 NPP and protection system against
secondary circuit overpressure

The steam generator (SG) of the BN-600 NPP is once-through sectional heat
exchanger. It involves eight parallel sections, connected with each other by the sodium,
water, high pressure steam and reheated steam pipelines. SG is equipped with auxiliary
pipelines for sodium filling and draining, gas relief, etc. Shut off valves are provided on
the inlet and outlet sodium and water-steam pipelines of each SG section in order to
isolate the failed section with the rest ones remaining in operation if necessary. In
accordance with the "Requirements...", SG operation with six sections is permitted.

Each section consists of three modules: evaporator (EV), superheater (SH) and
reheater (RH) (see Fig. 4). All modules are vertical, straight tube heat exchangers with
the lens type compensators of thermal expansion provided on the vessels.

Also, SG involves compensator tank (CT), start-up equipment (two sets for each
SG), SG protection system (SGPS), as well as auxiliary technological systems ensuring
SG operation in all modes. The SG is equipped with electric heaters, thermal
insulation, and necessary instrumentation.

SGPS was designed to provide safe and reliable operation of the steam generator
and the whole power unit in case of water/steam leak in the steam generator.

It was taken into consideration when SGPS design was developed to use to the
maximum extent the advantages of SG sectional design, namely the possibility of
detection of failed section or module at the early stage of the leak development, and
isolation of the failed item, i.e. keeping the rest part of the steam generator in
operation, on condition that of the isolated item safety is guaranteed.

SGPS includes several subsystems to perform the following tasks:
- leak detection and failed section identification using the set of appropriate

devices;
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FIG. 4. Section of the BN-600 steam generator.
1 — superheater, 2 — evaporator, 3 — reheater
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- isolation of the failed section from the rest part of SG remained in operation,
taking measures for limitation of water (steam) amount penetrating into the sodium
circuit;

- discharge and separation of reaction products;
- drying of failed section on the tertiary circuit side and filling with nitrogen.
Leak detection in the steam generator is made using the following methods and

instruments:
- IVA-1 indicator of hydrogen content in sodium at the outlet of each section;
- JKAV-7 conductivity apparatus monitoring hydrogen content in the CT gas

volume;
- ITI [ and ISHIT •, systems detecting gas phase appearance in the sodium

flowing through the SG relief pipelines and HBA-1 inlet sodium pipeline;
- standard pressure sensors indicating pressure rise in the CT;
- standard magnetic flowmeters (300 mm diameter) indicating the increase of the

sodium flow rate at the section outlet.
On the basis of the data received from sensors, the indication subsystem forms

"large leak" and "small leak" emergency signals using special algorithms.
Also, the recorded information on technological parameters is used in addition to

the above data when analyzing leak in the SG.
The isolation of failed section is carried out by closing the following valves:
- gate valves on the sodium inlet pipelines of the superheater and reheater

modules and sodium outlet pipelines of the evaporator modules;
- gate valves on the feed water and steam pipelines of the evaporator modules

and on both inlet and outlet steam pipelines of the superheater and reheater modules.
Discharge and separation of water-sodium interaction products is carried out by

using set of tanks after operation of rupture disc devices (yTJM-200) installed in the
CT. Two such devices with the flapping rupture discs using passive action principle,
are provided for each SG. The disc is broken spontaneously when 0.245 MPa gauge
pressure value is achieved in the CT. The separation of gaseous and condensed
reaction products is made in CT and first stage discharge tank (DT-1), separated gas
entering the second stage discharge tank (DT-2) through 600 mm diameter pipeline.
Two pulse safety valves of 400 mm diameter are installed on the DT-2 in order to
release gas into the atmosphere if the permissible pressure value (0.15 MPa) is
exceeded. These valves can be urged into the open position by increasing pressure of
the working medium in the special piston chamber over 0.03 MPa. The working
medium taken from DT-2 is supplied to the piston chamber by opening the auxiliary 25
mm diameter valve with electromagnetic drive. The medium is taken from DT-2 to the
pulse valve.

After the evaporator and superheater modules have been isolated, their drying on
the tertiary circuit side is carried out by forced opening of the discharge devices with
the subsequent filling of dried modules with nitrogen.

In case of the SG shutdown, steam is removed from the reheater module to the
turbine condenser via intermediate pressure cylinder, while in case of single section
shutdown, draining pipelines are used for this purpose.

Protection of the steam generator and secondary circuit against the overpressure
in case of water/steam leak is provided by the following measures:

- in case of "small leak" signal formation, isolation of failed section on the
operating steam generator is made by an instruction from the operator, with its drying
on the tertiary circuit side;
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- in case of "large leak" signal formation, shut-down of steam generator is made
by an instruction from the operator with its drying on the tertiary circuit side;

- in case of CT pressure exceeding 0.23 MPa value, automatical shut-down of
the steam generator on the operating power unit is made with its drying on the tertiary
circuit side;

- in case of CT pressure exceeding 0.245 MPa value, spontaneous passive break
of the rupture disc and reaction products discharge through CT to DT-1 are realized.

Since late 1981, the steam generators have been operated on the rated power
level with design parameters. Now, scheduled replacement of evaporator modules
having been in operation over 100 000 hours (i.e. those with expired life time) by the
new items have been complete in 1997. Operating experience of SGPS has
demonstrated its sufficiently high reliability. Water into sodium leaks (including large
ones) occurred in the steam generators only resulted in replacement of SG structural
elements in which the reaction took place. There haven't been any more serious
consequences of the steam generator failures. No serious failures of SGPS affecting
SG safety have occurred during the whole period of operation.

2.2. Review of water/steam-to-sodium leak events in steam generators of the
BN-600NPP

The sectional-module SGs have demonstrated high operating robustness in the
event if inter-circuit leaks. During the entire period of SG operation there have been
twelve water/steam-to-sodium leak events, half of which occurred in the first year of
operation and were caused by development of latent manufacturing defects. Inter-
circuit leaks were mainly in the superheater modules (six events) and in the reheaters
(five events), while in the evaporators there was only one leak event (Table 2.2).

In spite of the leaks occurred in the steam generators module and section SG
design has proved its advantages by providing planned rate of the reactor power
gaining and high performance. Average value of load factor for the period from reactor
initial start-up till 1996 was 69.3%. Steam generators with related systems have not
caused any load factor decrease during the last five years.

2.3. Description of large leak in the BN-600 superheater on 19 January,
1982

The power unit was put into operation after some scheduled maintenance about
two months before the leak occurred, and its operation was stable on 90-100 % power
level. By the time of the leak appearance three loops were in operation, the unit power
being equal to 93.6%.

No. 5 steam generator performance at the time of leak:
- sodium temperature at the SG inlet 492 °C

at the SG outlet 298 °C
- fresh steam pressure 11.2 MPa
- fresh steam temperature 489 °C
- SG steam capacity 463 t/hour
Reheater module of 5B1 section of the steam generator was shut down. All

detectors of water-into-sodium leaks were serviceable and they were in operation.
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Table 2.2. Water into sodium leaks and leak detection system operation on the BN-600 steam generators.

^"•-^ No.ofleak

P a r a m e - ^ ^
ters at the ^ \ ^
time of leak ^ * \
1 .Modules
2.Leak size
3.Date of leak
4.Time of work before
failure, hours
5.NPP electric power,
MWe
6. Secondary Na
temperatures (SG
inlet/ outlet), jC
7.Tertiary circuit
parameters,

feet water
temp.,jC

temp.of
live/reheated
steam.°C
-SH/RH pressure
(MPa)
8. Time to reach
emergency value
setting, min
9. Water into
sodium leak flow
rate,g/s
10. Amount of water
escaped into secondary
circuit, kg

1

RH
L

24.06.80

1000

270

460/300

156

440/432

11.2/1.0

0.02-6

40

2

SH
L

04.07.80

968

65

314/299

-

0.1-0.615

17.87

3

RH
S

24.08.80

1145

313

465/300

162

450/453

10.8/0.92

4

0.09-15

7

4

SH
S

08.09.80

1454

362

468/298

163

461/453

10.3/1.31

5

0.2-0.3

0.18

5

SH
S

20.10.80

950

332

460/299

159

456/447

11/1.03

8

0.0064-
-0.23

0.78

6

SH
S

09.06.81

1640

210

401/300

159

307/187

5.5/0.36

5

140

40

7

SH
L

19.01.82

4019

550

500/301

164

490/483

11.2/2.2

2

250

20.3

8

SH
S

22.07.83

19584

606

506/304

164

501/493

12.1/2.2

7

2.77

9

EV
S

06.11.84

26032

240

510/305

238

504/497

12/2.2

9

0-3

1.8

10

RH
S

10.11.84

14512

600

510/305

240

506/496

12.1/2.2

0.02

0.75

11

SH
S

24.02.85

26078

400

480/300

163

470/462

11.9/2.8

5

0.14

0.73

12

RH
S

24.01.91

44000*'

596

513/315

240

504/499

11.9/2.1

4.5

4.6

8.3

*) After repair work had been completed on the module failed in case 10.



Background values of hydrogen content in sodium and in gas were respectively (0.08 -
0.15)- 10"6 and 0.016 vol.%.

At 16:11 on January 19, 1982, signal of IVA device indications increase was
observed in 5B1 section. No indication changes were detected in other monitoring
devices. Operator was sent to the IVA device area in order to check its indications.

At 16:15, abrupt increase of indications of all IVA devices installed on the outlet
of the SG-5 all sections started (it should be taken into account that the period of
sodium flow through the circuit is about 2 minutes). However indications of ITI,
ISFQT and KAV-7 devices did not change, causing some doubt with respect to the
IVA's indication growth, and the latter was explained by erroneous actions of I&C
man sent to the local control board.

Later, it was revealed that ITI device had indicated "leak" twice (at 16:12 and at
16:20), but these were two outline points on the recorder, missed by the personnel.
Though, according to the instruction in force at that time signals of such a kind should
not be taken into account.

At 16:23, ISHIT system showed "leak" in 5B1 section. At the same time, pressure
increase started in the pressure compensator vessel. All these signals were perceived by
the personnel as a large leak indication, and SG-5 was shut down at 16:24 using "large
leak" switch with automatic realization of the emergency algorithm (shutdown of the
main sodium pump and drying out of SG on the water side).

At 16:30, indications of KAV-7 device increased abruptly beyond the scale (by
5%). According to the indications of IVA device installed on the failed section,
hydrogen content there reached 30- 10"6 value, while it was (3-5) • 10"6 in other
sections.

After decreasing its power down to 64% the reactor remained in operation on two
loops, but 4.5 days later the third loop (except for the failed section) was put in
service.

Retrospective analysis of indications of SG-5 leak detection devices and other
system parameters made it possible to recreate the following picture of the process:

- at 16:10, steam into sodium leak of 60- 100 g/min flow rate occurred in the
superheater, resulting in the increase of the SG section pressure drop on the secondary
sodium side and about 2% sodium flow rate decrease from the initial value; IVA
indications growth in this section began 1 minute later (Fig. 5);

- during 13 minutes, steam leak flow rate increased up to 500 g/min, while sodium
flow rate in the section continued to decrease (see Fig. 6), maximum reduction being
16.5% from the initial value, and sodium flow rate through the other sections increased
by 30% as compared to the initial level;

- at 16:23, an abrupt increase of the leak up to 15000 g/min occurred resulting in
the rapid formation of hydrogen bubble in the module and pushing sodium into the
headers. Sodium flow rate at the failed section outlet increased by 1.35 times; sodium
level in the pressure compensator increased by 250 mm. Rupture disc installed on the
pressure compensator burst spontaneously at 0.18 MPa pressure value;

- after "large leak" automatic algorithm had been initiated, both SG and secondary
loop were shut down and SG was dried out.

In the course of shutdown, steam pressure in the section was reduced down to 0.6
MPa during 50 s using safety valves, with their subsequent closure.

Six minutes after SG shutdown both inlet and outlet sodium valves of the
suspected section were closed, and its draining started. During 1 hour, 17 m3 of
sodium was drained, and plugging of the evaporator drain piping was revealed.
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Eight minutes after SG shutdown, water valves at the module inlet were closed,
while outlet valves were closed in ten minutes. Then steam replacement with nitrogen
was initiated.

Evaluation of steam amount penetrated into the secondary circuit was made using
final values of hydrogen content in sodium and gas as well as gas volume increase.
This steam amount was 20.3 kg, including 5.4 kg of water penetrated during initial 13
minutes after leak start and the rest 14.9 kg penetrated during SG outage. Besides, in
spite of rapid supply of nitrogen into the water circuit, about 200 kg of sodium entered
the module lower chamber and outlet steam piping.

All IVA-1 devices of SG-5 detected steam ingress in sodium and leak evolution.
Other systems failed to operate, that resulted in hampering and delaying decision on
the SG shutdown:

- KAV-7 gas analyzer reaction to hydrogen appearance in pressure compensator
vessel was correct, but sufficient hydrogen content was reached there already after the
SG had been shutdown;

- both ITI and ISHIT systems responded to the steam leak, although their
response was short, so neither "leak" signal was formed, nor any signal was put out to
the operator's display. This in particular was because of the imperfection of the signal
processing algorithm.

Experience gained on this and some other leaks has shown that ITI system
operation strongly depends on hydraulic mode of the secondary circuit and leak
location. Later on, experimental studies and analysis of this system performance were
carried out, thus allowing to refine its role in the set of leak indication devices.

"Large leak" signal based on gas pressure increase in the pressure compensator
vessel was not put out because of burst of the rupture disc that had happened before
pressure safety settings were reached in the compensator vessel. Absence of displayed
information and KAV-7 gas analyzer and ITI system responses which were habitual in
connection with the previous leaks, as well as unusually rapid growth of IVA-1
indications similar to that in case of device failure - all this made personnel doubt in the
correctness of these devices. As a result of this, personnel did not manage to
understand the situation and decision on the SG shutdown was made with delay.

After additional attributes had appeared confirming leak occurrence, personnel
began to act in more positive, proper and timely manner, so that no further
propagation of the leak was allowed.

Identification of the failed module was made by in-turn pressurization of the SG
modules water side with nitrogen, its pressure decrease being monitored. Tests
revealed superheater failure of 5B1 section.

After its draining the module was pressurized with air, and 7 failed tubes were
revealed in the central area of the tube bundle (Fig. 7). In the course of dismantling of
the tube bundle it was shown that through defects, i.e. local thinning of the tube walls
caused by metal dissolution were found on tube sections between spacer grids at about
6500 mm distance from the upper tube plate (Fig. 8). Wall thickness decrease was
revealed on two more tubes. Metallurgical defect of the tube wall, which had not been
revealed on the stage of incoming gauging, and which manifested during operation,
could be the cause of the initial leak in this case.

Repair works were devoted to the replacement of failed module with the new one.
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2.4. Improvement of steam generator protection system

Considerable modifications of SGPS in BN-600 NPP were made during the
operation period:

- in order to prevent gas entrainment, sodium level in CT was increased,
resulting in decrease of the gas compensating volume from 18 m3 to 14.5 m3;

- flapping rupture discs based on passive principle were installed instead of
forced rupture discs;

- number of discharge pipelines from CT to DT-1 was decreased from four to
two;

- pipelines of sodium relief from SG modules were modified in order to provide
continuous sodium flow;

- ISHIT ' sensors were installed on the modified relief piping to monitor water
into sodium leaks in each module (especially, in the vicinity of upper tube sheets);

- algorithms of "small leak" and "large leak" signals formation were modified (in
particular, the readings of 300 mm diameter magnetic flow meters installed at the
outlet of each SG section, were introduced for making "large leak" signal);

- in order to decrease transport time of the analyzed gas sample to the sensor,
the gas flow rate through the KAV-7 device was increased from 3 1/hr to 12 1/hr.

Experience gained in BN-600 SG operation has been taken into account in the
BN-800 SG design. It is for the first time in the home design practice that the BN-800
steam generator is equipped with double-level safety system for the case of tube failure
causing water leak

The first level system which is usually called automatic safety system (ASS) is
actually preliminary protection stage. It is designed for failed SG section location on
the early stage and its shut-down, steam generator being kept in operation on full or
lowered power (depending on specific situation). This system provides automatic
draining of isolated section on both sodium and water sides. Algorithm of automatic
shut-down of the failed section provides its independent simultaneous isolation on both
sodium and water sides, followed by opening of discharge paths.

In case of rated (design) leak process evolution, only the first level safety system
should operate.

The second level, i.e. the general protection stage provides the whole steam
generator isolation and its drying out on the water side, as well as protection of the
secondary circuit against overpressure.

In case of emergency, SG is shut down using automatic algorithm. Related signal
is formed on cover gas pressure increase in the pressure compensator vessel (PCV) up
to the alarm setting. If one of safety rupture discs bursts spontaneously before the
alarm setting is reached, the algorithm is initiated by the gas pressure decrease signal.

Algorithm initiation and SG shut-down control are fulfilled automatically. In case
of failure of algorithm automatic operation, SG should be shut down by operator.

Algorithm of the SG emergency shut-down includes the following procedures:
1) shut-down of secondary sodium pump and closure of quick-acting and shut-off

valves installed on the SG water circuit common pipelines;
2) automatic steam discharge from SG through the safety valves, installed on the

discharge header - after valves closure according to 1);
3) automatic or remotely controlled drying out of both SG and feed water route

using draining pipelines - after valves closure according to 1);
4) automatic closure of sodium valves installed at the inlet of SG sections;
5) remote nitrogen supply to the water side of the SG.
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Analysis of the BN-800 reactor SG and related safety system design have shown
that there are some approaches adopted to prevent propagation of dangerous situation
similar to that occurred on the PFR:

- devices for leak detection, using various principles and duplicating each other to
some extent (this is to facilitate leak detection on the early stage);

- most components of the SG safety system are backed up, and in case of
preliminary safety system stage failure to shut down SG section, the whole steam
generator is shut down;

- reliable coolant release from both secondary and water circuit is provided.
It is very important, that according to the established rules of operation of both

BN-350 and BN-600 power units, safety devices and related instruments can only be
switched off for a short time with the intensification of the SG performance monitoring
by the operator for this period.

3. ANOMALOUS EVENT ON THE BN-600 REACTOR CAUSED BY
IMPURITIES TRANSFER IN THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT

3.1. Analysis of impurities behaviour in the primary circuit

Maintaining required purity of the coolant and cover gas is a necessary condition
for successful operation of any reactor facility. In case of sodium cooled reactor these
requirements are determined by Specifications on sodium coolant for nuclear reactors
(TY - 6 - 01 - 788 - 73) and Rules of the BN-600 reactor operation. They are most
rigid for the primary circuit, since nuclear safety of the reactor is immediately
concerned.

Content of impurities in the coolant is determined by the source/release rate
relationship in the system. Not only ingress and removal of impurities from the coolant
(in more general sense - from the system) should be understood as sources and
releases, but all processes influencing forms of impurities existence.

Under normal operating conditions of the reactor on power, the main sources of
impurities entering the coolant are as follows:

- structural materials corrosion products;
- cover gas supplied to the system in the process of system replenishment or

necessary procedures;
- lubrication system of centrifugal pumps;
- hydrogen and tritium, produced in the steam generator and in the core, entering

the coolant owing to diffusion.
Analysis of behaviour of structural materials corrosion products in the BN-600

type commercial reactor has shown that the main amount of corrosion products (which
can reach ~100 kg/year if oxygen content is ~10 ppm) is not removed by the cold traps
but accumulated in the circuit as deposits to all appearance mainly on the heat
exchanger tubes. Their genesis in the process of long-term operation of the reactor
plant requires carrying out special studies. The main attention should be paid to the
issue of their possible mass ingress into the coolant and development of measures
preventing from negative consequences of such event if there is any probability of it.

During 1981-1984 period, average amount of argon supplied to the reactor cover
gas plenum (CGP) was ~ 4 • 103 nm3/year, while during maintenance work period,
from 2.5 to 68 m3 of air entered the circuit (evaluations were made on the basis of
nitrogen content increase in the CGP). As a result of this, up to 6 kg/year of oxygen
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entered the circuit, water amount being ~ 0.5 kg/year. The most portion of these
impurities was brought when some works were carried out on the reactor.

According to the evaluations made by the pump designers, rate of the oil ingress
into the circuit does not exceed 60 g per year from each pump.

The range of sources of the impurities extends if any maintenance or emergency
works are carried out, and their capacity sometimes increases several orders.

Impurities release is possible through the following equipment:
- purification systems, such as cold traps;
- circuit sections, where accumulation of impurities is possible because of

hydrodynamic and temperature conditions (thermodynamic parameters).
In the latter case the following systems can be taken as examples: stagnation zones

in the bottom of reactor vessel and sodium/structural material and gas/structural
material interfaces.

In the analysis of probable distribution of impurities in the primary circuit,
complicated structure of the BN-600 reactor should be taken into account, namely the
fact that several hundreds of the components having various operating temperatures
and thermodynamic parameters, are located in the reactor vessel. Under nominal
operating conditions, temperature difference in the sodium circuit reaches 200°C value.
Taking into account that in spite of the designers' efforts some stagnation zones still
exist in such complicated system, and these zones are very slightly involved in the
process of mass transfer with the bulk of sodium, conclusion can be made on that the
real temperature difference in the reactor vessel exceeds 200°C.

When there is no coolant flow in the circuit, temperature difference along the main
route of sodium is insignificant. However under these conditions, the risk of stagnation
zones appearance in the vicinity of the vessel bottom is high. It should be taken into
account in the analysis of this phenomenon, that "cold" sodium from the cold trap
enters lower section of the reactor vessel and both reactor pit and reactor guard vessel
are cooled permanently by air.

These factors create prerequisites for impurities accumulation in the zones with
limited mass transfer to the main sodium flow, namely surface of cover gas plenum of
the reactor and possible stagnation zones. At the same time, corrosion products would
deposit on the non-isothermal surfaces of the intermediate heat exchanger until the
certain moment determined by the critical thickness of deposits layer.

These points should be taken into account when analysing unusual behaviour of
impurities, considered below.

Some features of impurities behaviour in the BN-600 reactor primary circuit are
observed during reactor transients, such as increase of temperature and power, shut-
down/start-up modes of the loops, reactor scram etc.

In November-December 1981, one of the early cases of abnormal behaviour of
plugging meter temperature (referring to the content of impurities soluble in the
coolant) was detected. Parameters of the system prior to this event and their further
evolution are shown in Fig. 12. The increase of the coolant temperature was preceded
by various procedures related to the replacement of the primary components. These
resulted in the ingress of large amount of air into the CGP. In the course of this work,
sodium was purified using cold trap, and the plugging temperature was always lower
than that of the flowing sodium, this difference being over 100°C just before the
increase of temperature.

Stable growth of the plugging temperature was detected after 325°C value had
been reached. Further temperature increase resulted in several times higher rate of the
plugging temperature growth. During the first half of the day of December 1, ingress
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rate was over 150 g/hour in terms of hydrogen. After purification system capacity had
been increased over two times, plugging temperature started to decrease, and it took
eight days to complete purification of the total amount of the coolant which passed
four times through the cold traps. No abnormalities have been detected during further
on-power operation of all primary system components.

By now, monitoring of non-metal impurities behaviour in the primary circuit and
their possible effect on other parameters of the sodium coolant (temperatures, flow
rates and levels) has been set up on the regular basis.

For instance, in some cases of the cold condition reactor start-up, hydrogen
content in the reactor cover gas increases from 0.0005 to 0.3 vol. % within 220 -
380°C temperature range, followed by its stabilisation in the range from 380 to 400°C
and subsequent gradual decrease down to 0.05 vol.% with further temperature
increase up to 530-540° C. This type of hydrogen behaviour can be explained in the
following way: hydrogen content growth is obviously caused by the hydroxide
decomposition and sodium hydride dissociation, taking place at considerable rate in the
temperature range from 280 to 360°C, while the reduction of hydrogen content in the
cover gas is resulted from the reverse process, since the rate of hydrogen interaction
with sodium surface increases at temperatures over 380 - 400°C.

Hydrogen containing impurities can penetrate into sodium during refuelling
operations when fresh fuel is loaded into the core, and also in the course of
maintenance and components replacement works. Specific reactor operating modes
and stagnation zones favour deposits accumulation in the line ends, although sodium
purification in the cold traps is carried out permanently during reactor refuelling.

If at least one loop or the reactor is shut down^ hydrogen and nitrogen content
increase is sometimes observed in the cover gas. For instance, in February 1989, when
one loop was shut down followed by the reactor scram, contents of hydrogen and
nitrogen increased respectively from 2 • 10"4 vol.% to 3.2 • 10"3 vol.% and from 0.03 to
0.05 vol. %. The origin of these phenomena has not yet been discovered, and studies
on impurities behaviour in the reactor are going on.

3.2. Description of abnormality

During the BN-600 reactor operation, spontaneous abrupt changes of the
parameters occurred related to some operating modes. One of the sources of these
parameter changes could be the changes of hydraulic characteristics of the primary
circuit caused by the process of non-metal impurities transfer in sodium.

It was shown by the BN-600 reactor operating experience, that not a single
change of the reactor parameters having been observed since the reactor was put into
operation resulted in the effect on the core processes, except for the event occurred on
21 January, 1987. However, there were no abnormal operating conditions in all these
cases including the above-mentioned event.

On January 21, 1987, No.3 power unit of Beloyarskaya NPP was in operation on
the power level of ~ 96.6%.

During the period from 14:29 to 14:36, spontaneous change of some reactor
parameters was detected (Figs. 9-11). This resulted in redistribution of power between
the primary loops without any change of reactor thermal power (there were no
changes in the current readings of ionisation chambers). This, in its turn, caused slight
redistribution of electric load of the turbine generators. There were the following
changes of the reactor parameters during this period (6 minutes):
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- automatic insertion of AP-1 control rod into the core to the depth of 90 mm (~
65 mm during the first minute and ~25 mm during the next ~4 minutes);

- increase of the cover gas pressure by about 5% with its further decrease to the
initial value;

- sodium level fluctuations in the reactor vessel within ±50 mm, followed by its
stabilisation on the level of 25 mm below the initial value;

- increase of sodium level in the primary pump tanks by 50+140 mm;
- reduction of power consumed by the primary pumps by 1.5+2%;
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- changes of sodium temperature at the SA outlet within ± 10°C (temperature
increase was observed in the third sector, while it decreased in the first sector);

- changes of sodium temperatures at the intermediate heat exchangers inlet and
outlet.

Further, reactor power was decreased down to 94.7% and then to 86% from the
rated value.

The analysis of parameters showed, that ~0.031 % Ak/k positive reactivity had
been inserted into the core during this period, while the core pressure drop increase
and sodium flow rate decrease by ~2.5-H3% took place.

All parameter changes were within the operational permissible limits, and they
were easily compensated by the automatic control systems without intervention of the
operators. Personnel support was only required on the water-steam circuit in order to
bring parameters of No.6 turbine generator back to the normal values after all the
transients were over (pressure regulator of TG No.6 was opened for pressure
reduction in the controlled stage chamber of the turbine).

Impurities content measurement system operated on the periodical basis, so the
first measurements of hydrogen content and plugging temperature were made
respectively ~4 hours and ~ 2.5 hours later. Content increase values for hydrogen,
nitrogen and helium were respectively ~ 0.22 vol.% (against usual value of ~2 • 10"4

%), 0.06 vol.% and 0.03 vol. %, while the plugging temperature increased from 120°C
to 155°C and then to 170°C (34 hours after start of the event). It is necessary to notice
that this was the only case of changing contents of hydrogen, nitrogen and helium in
the CGP under steady state conditions.

According to the evaluations, -90 g of hydrogen entered CGP, while ~ 110 g was
added to the primary sodium, the total amount of hydrogen ingress being ~200g.
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FIG. 12. First circuit main parameters variations from 14.11.81-10.12.81
1 — reactor sodium temperature
2 —plugging temperature
3 — sodium flow rate for purification

Analysis of reactivity change showed that -70 g of hydrogen was in the core (in order
to release reactivity value of ~J3(0.7 %Ak/k), -2000 g of hydrogen should be
introduced to the core).

Just after penetration of the impurities into the primary sodium, redundant cold
trap was put into operation. After -10 days of two cold traps operation, the plugging
temperature was decreased down to 130°C. According to the evaluations made, about
6 kg of impurities in terms of sodium hydride was removed by the cold traps from the
circuit. This was in a good agreement with the evaluated amount of hydrogen brought
to the primary circuit (-90 g -into cover gas plenum, and -110 g - into sodium).
Positive reactivity was disappearing with sodium purification. By January 29, 1987,
hydrogen content in the CGP decreased down to -3.08 • 10'3 vol.%.
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Since the number of signals from the system of fuel element cladding integrity
monitoring (CIM) based on gas activity and delay neutrons detection was
monotonously increasing, the reactor was shut down in March 1987 in order to detect
SA with failed fuel elements and to measure sodium flow rate through the
subassemblies located in the core and in-vessel storage (IVS).

Below are the results of flow rate measurements. Sodium flow rate decreased by
2-12% in some subassemblies of the third sector, while in the most of tested TVS
subassemblies flow rate decrease was within 10-72% range. Considerable decrease,
namely over three times as compared to the design flow rate was revealed in eight IVS
subassemblies. These subassemblies were withdrawn partially (by 800 mm) using the
refuelling mechanism and then installed in their cells, by this recovering their flow rate.
Subassemblies were tested for integrity using special mechanism, and cladding failures
in the fuel and gas sections of the fuel elements were detected respectively in three and
five subassemblies. Testing subassemblies in the hot cell did not show any traces of
impurities deposits (these impurities might be removed during SA washing from
sodium).

In the previous years of the reactor operation, no events similar to that of January
21, 1987, occurred. Reactor hydraulics and neutronics and primary system parameters
are within design limits.

3.3. Analysis of causes and countermeasures for their elimination

Analysis of parameters changes showed that carbon and hydrogen containing
substances penetrated into the primary sodium and deposited on the walls of SA feet
and core diagrid. This was the cause of the flow rate decrease through SA in some
sections of the reactor core.

Hydrogen containing substances can penetrate into the sodium circuit during
maintenance operations and cover gas replenishment.

The following versions of these substances location were considered:
- solid impurities deposited on the walls of the primary circuit cover gas plenums;
-accumulation of both solid and gaseous impurities in the stagnation zones under

support ring structure etc.
In order to reveal specific causes of the anomalous event, a program of studies

was developed. This program envisaged sampling and analysis of impurities in the
deposits over the CGP walls and in the primary sodium, measurement of caesium
isotope activity in the reactor, studies on the impurities behaviour under conditions of
experimental facilities etc.

Sodium sampling using standard device did not reveal any significant deviation of
impurities content in sodium from the normal value, except for one of four
measurements of carbon content (~150 ppm). In the course of measurements of
thermodynamic activity of carbon in sodium using method of equilibrium standard
samples, increase of activity from the background value of 2-10'2 to 5-10'2 was
detected after the event of January 21, 1987.

It was rather difficult to make inspections and deposits sampling in the reactor
cover gas plenum because of its complicated configuration and small free space. It was
only possible to examine gas plenum of the refueling channel. The deposits over the
whole length of the channel shielding plug were revealed as well as the "beards" of 20
to 100 mm length hanging from its bottom. Analysis of these deposits samples showed
that they consisted mainly of sodium carbonate (80-85%), sodium hydroxide (4-5%)
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and iron oxide (up to 2%). Since the sampling was made without using any special
protection means, some pollution of samples with impurities from air was probable.

In order to make measurements of caesium-137 activity, special device containing
graphite pellet was installed in the loop connected in parallel to the primary sodium
purification system. Just after the event of January 21, 1987, some decrease of the
system indications was observed. Further, indications of the system came back to the
previous level, however, some feature in caesium behaviour was noticed. While in the
period preceding described events the decrease of the system indications in case of the
reactor shutdown and sodium temperature reduction down to 250°C was 30-40%,
later this decrease became as large as 10-12 times. After full power of the reactor had
been reached, sodium temperature being as high as 530-540°C, indications of caesium
activity measurement system returned to the rated level.

Besides, these events were followed by redistribution of caesium-137 related
activity in the vicinity of the reactor vessel bottom.

Probability of gas accumulation under the reactor support structures was
evaluated to be rather low.

The most probable version is solid impurities deposition in the reactor cover gas
plenum during the previous 7 years of the reactor operation. This supposition was
confirmed by:

- analysis of direct and accompanying indications of parameters and system
behaviour;

- analysis of the primary sodium samples;
- results of inspection of some structural elements and surfaces of gas plenums of

the primary components;
- results of the hot cell SA inspection;
- measurements of sodium flow rate in irradiated and fresh SA.
However, in order to make final confirmation of this supposition additional studies

are required.
The following countermeasures are taken against penetration of hydrogen

containing substances into the primary circuit:
- drying of replenishment argon has been carried out;
- devices for permanent monitoring of impurities content (and their analysis) in

the reactor CGP and primary sodium are under development;
- some measures have been made in order to decrease gas leakage from the

reactor CGP, thus allowing minimisation of CGP replenishment rate.

4. INCREASE OF TORQUE OF CENTRAL ROTATING COLUMN OF
THE BN-600 REACTOR

During recent several years, growing increase of torque of the central rotating
column (CRC) has been observed within some angle of its rotation. By 1997, it
reached as high as about 60% of permissible value determined by the strength and
capacity of its drive. In 1997, CRC bearing assembly was inspected by drilling special
opening and using endoscope, and some amount of sodium was detected there
(Fig. 13). This phenomenon was interpreted as a result of sodium vapour transfer from
the reactor cover gas via the gap between the CRC and rotating plug (RP) and
subsequent accumulation of sodium and its compositions in the CRC bearing assembly.

Works on partial withdrawal of the CRC from the reactor vessel were scheduled
in order to provide access to the bearing assembly for the sodium removal, and
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Bearing assembly

FIG. 13. Scheme of the BN-600 reactor vessel with rotating plugs.

appropriate preparations were made. This task was unique, since no procedures of
such a kind had ever been implemented on this type reactors in any country.

During inter-maintenance interval, the program and the process of the CRC
withdrawal from the reactor vessel were developed, and all necessary devices wefe
designed and manufactured.

CRC withdrawal (Fig. 14) confirmed that almost 100% of the bearing assembly
surface was covered with sodium deposits filling the gaps between the bearing balls
and cages. Besides, high density sodium deposits filled the gap between CRC and RP
in the areas of seizure.

Both cages and balls were withdrawn, sodium residues were removed from the
bearing races and CRC / RP gaps, and new balls and cages were installed.

Currently, obtained results and possible sources of this event are analysed.
The main conclusion is that owing to the comprehensive work, CRC availability

has been restored and also experimental data of great importance for the fast reactors
development and operation have been obtained.
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FIG. 14. Relative location ofCRC and RP after CRC withdrawal.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, various anomalies and abnormal operation events occurred during
BN-600 reactor operation which are the most important from the safety viewpoint, are
reviewed. Successful overcoming of these events consequences and elimination of their
sources, as well as reliable and stable operation of the BN-600 reactor during last years
makes the ground for affirming large potential and prospects of this direction of the
nuclear power.

We hope that fast reactor operating experience gained in Russia will undoubtedly
be of use for the specialists in other countries, where this direction is under
consideration.
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